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I have been asked to speak about the theme set for this year of preparation for our 

Jubilee celebration of 2016: “Dominic: government, spirituality and freedom.” Our 

brother Bruno has already written a quite beautiful letter to us about this theme. I 

don't want to just repeat what he said there. What I will be giving you is my own 

lesser view of the subject, one that will I hope encourage you to read, read again 

Bruno’s letter.  

 

I want to talk about these three words, government, spirituality, freedom – about what 

I think Dominic meant by them and by their interconnection. I want to do it by 

inviting you to play a little game with me. I want us to make ourselves present, in 

imagination, at an incident in our Dominican origins, one that is given importance in 

Bruno’s letter. It is the incident of the dispersal of the brethren, to Paris, Madrid and 

other places that occurred in Toulouse in 1217. We will be mostly meeting the Friars 

of the Family of the Preachers and discovering the form that government took among 

them. But the others will be there too, lay men and women, sisters, secular priests. 

When these groups get around to developing forms of government for themselves 

over the next twenty or so years, they will give themselves the same Preacher’s form 

of government that Dominic inspired the Friars to give themselves.  

 

I.  Government: Toulouse, 1217 
So let’s imagine we are in Toulouse around the feast of Pentecost, in the year 1217. 

Imagine we are a group of pilgrims from Ireland and England, stopping off in 

Toulouse in the South of France on our way to Rome. Down the road from where we 

are staying there is a church called Saint-Romain. There we find a group of men 

dedicated to preaching; they live together in a cloister attached to the church; they live 

a regular life, a bit like monks but they are not monks; they are ‘friars’, so called 

because the only title they give one another is ‘brother’ (frater in Latin). Their leader, 

to whom they have pledged obedience, is a man name named Dominic. They go out 

through the diocese of Toulouse preaching, in areas assigned to them by the Bishop. 

That is there sole responsibility in the diocese. Associated with them in their 

preaching and life are secular people - secular clergy but more particularly lay people. 

These take part in the preaching in various ways - giving alms to poor people that the 

brothers are touching by their preaching, giving material aid and some property to the 

brothers who do the preaching, and sharing in prayer with them. Some of the lay 

people, especially unmarried women are particularly close to the preachers and are 

spiritually cared for by them. Preachers will tell you that in this they are continuing 

something they discovered when they began their life as preachers in the village of 

Prouilhe and the town of Fanjeaux, 25 km south west of Toulouse. The sacra 

praedicatio they formed there included all these groups.   

 

As we meet them in Toulouse the community of preachers is in the process of making 

a decision that will take the preaching beyond the bounds of the diocese out into other 

dioceses and countries. The community, which is no more than seventeen in number, 

is deciding to split up, to send small groups of its members to faraway places, so that 

they can make what they have been doing in Toulouse happen wherever the Spirit 

sends them. Their decision is Pentecostal, Spirit-inspired. At the same time, and 



 

 

thanks to the inspiration of the Spirit, it is the product of human decision-making 

processes that the community has committed itself to. We are interested, as we meet 

them in Toulouse, to discover how those processes work. What it will tell us is how 

they are governed – because government is about the processes of decision-making 

and decision implementation. We are seeing Dominican government coming into 

being.  

 

Preaching 

Good government always requires a clear vision about the objective that the group, 

community, being governed is pursuing. That will be their common good. For the 

Friars in Toulouse and their supporters the goal was very simple: it was Preaching. It 

was preaching understood in the way they had discovered it in their early days 

together in Prouilhe/Fanjeaux. The charismatic bearer of that vision was the man who 

had first brought them together there, out in the country, then answered the call of the 

Bishop of Toulouse and brought them to the big city. This is Dominic, and it is to him 

that they pledge obedience in the conduct of the Preaching..  

 

Dominic, who had led them in Prouilhe/Fanjeaux, then into Toulouse, is now ready to 

lead them in another move. It is a move he has been contemplating for some time. 

With Bishop Foulques he had gone to Rome in 1215. There they had taken part in a 

reforming council of the Church, the Fourth Lateran. But in Rome, Dominic had also 

been admitted to the councils of the Pope, who was Innocent III. They had talked 

about the need for preaching, not just in Toulouse but throughout the whole Church. 

Dominic had come to see how what he and his companions were doing in Toulouse 

could help to meet the need for preaching all throughout the Church. He saw there in 

Rome that such a project could count on support from the Pope. In a later visit to 

Rome in 1216 he found that supports was still forthcoming from the Pope who had 

succeeded Innocent, Honorius III. With Papal confirmation of what the preachers 

were doing in Toulouse he went back and occupied himself with structuring the 

Preaching there. But the further dream of making the Preaching happen elsewhere in 

the world remained close to his mind and heart. Now, coming up to Pentecost 1217 he 

brought it out into the open with his Friars and the groups who formed the lay and 

secular support for the Preaching. 

 

Decision-making 

Imagine we got a chance to talk to some members of the community during our time 

in Toulouse.  They tell us about Dominic. He is their leader. Though they did not use 

these words they recognize in him the three types of leadership that sociologists call 

charismatic, traditional, and legal (juridical). Dominic was charismatic in his 

leadership: he was the visionary and the driving force. But he had the grace of not 

separating his charismatic leadership from the other forms of it. He was traditional: he 

called on the great force of the monastic and canonical tradition and let it determine 

most of the details of the way of life followed by his companions. And thirdly, he was 

juridical: from the beginning he sought to give legal standing to the rules by which his 

community would be governed; he himself always respected those legalities. The 

community that he was leading charismatically was governed by a set of laws and 

traditions that they themselves had approved and had been confirmed by the Pope. 

The friars tell us that in putting the proposal to disperse the preachers Dominic did not 

impose his charismatic authority without respecting the laws and traditions of his 

group. He put his project to the community chapter, which was the institution charged 



 

 

with decision-making. The chapter agreed that the preachers would be sent out from 

Toulouse to other places where they would found communities and preach.  

 

But there was another problem that Dominic had to deal with. In Toulouse, as in 

Prouille/Fanjeaux, the Preaching was not just the friars. It included as well the women 

and men who surrounded, supported and identified with the preaching friars. It was 

they who had given the friars the property and resources and spiritual encouragement 

that made it possible for them to live together and do the work of preaching. But some 

of these secular and lay people now bridled at the decision the friars were taking. 

Most of them were citizens of Toulouse. They did not want what was working so well 

in their city to be dismantled. They were protesting to Dominic telling him they 

thought he was being foolish sending the brothers off in all direction.  

 

The friars remember Dominic’s reply, and they will give evidence about it later in the 

process of his canonization. It says a lot about him and the kind of government he 

wanted the Preaching to have. To them he said what he had already said to the friars: 

“Leave me alone: I know what I am doing.” Here the word ‘know’ is crucial. 

Dominic was a charismatic leader. But his charisma did not make him an impulsive 

dreamer. Nor did it make him dictatorial. He did not say ‘we will do it because I think 

it is a great idea’; or ‘because I want it done, it is my will’. His decisions were the 

fruit of hard careful thinking. He knew what he wanted; wanted it because he could 

see it was the best way to get things done. He would have explained that to the friars, 

and their decision was also based on the good reasoning and truthfulness that Dominic 

had shared with them. Fifty years later his brother Thomas Aquinas, teaching 

theology in Paris, would be faithful to Dominic’s respect for thinking and 

reasonableness in putting ordinatio rationis, an ‘ordering  by reason’ at the heart of 

his definition of law.  

 

Implementation 

Let us imagine ourselves leaving Toulouse and going on our pilgrim way on to Rome. 

In Rome we might even come to hear that the Holy See was interested in what was 

decided about the Preaching in Toulouse and was anxious to support it. But will it 

work? Good government requires not just decisions-making but implementation. So 

we have decided that on our way back to Ireland we will look in again at Toulouse. 

We get there in August, coming up to the feast of the Assumption Our Lady into 

Heaven. How are things going at S. Romain? Yes, we are told they are just getting 

ready to leave. Of the seventeen brothers in the community five are to go to Paris, in 

two groups; four are to go to Madrid; others were assigned to different places in 

Toulouse and some to Prouilhe; still others would continue the community at S. 

Romain. 

 

An Election 

We learn that before sending them off Dominic has asked them to elect a superior. He 

did not himself appoint a superior but asked them to elect one themselves. This 

electing of superiors would become a standard feature of Dominican government. 

They elected brother Matthew For the present they called him ‘abbot’. But they very 

soon realized it was not a title that suited them, and dropped it. They went back to and 

stayed with the title Prior for their superiors. The word prior designated someone who 

was first in the line of brothers, not above and outside the line.  

 



 

 

In the election of Matthew in S. Romain we will be seeing the first structure of 

subsidiarity that developed among the preachers. Dominic remained the Master of the 

Preaching and it was to him that the members of the preaching band were bound by 

obedience. It remained true that his principal authority in the community was of the 

charismatic kind: he was the visionary, the inspirer, the leader. But he also had legal 

authority in the community. From the beginning Dominic seemed a bit chary about 

charismatic authority among the Preachers, even about his own. He always wanted it 

to be directed by, kept in check by but also strengthened by legal authority. He never 

meant it to be an excuse for individuals to dominate communities and impose their 

own projects regardless of what others thought.  

 

 

II.  Spirituality: The Gospel  
As we learn more about the dispersal of the brothers we discover that the procedures 

of government are not running quite smoothly. The men who are supposed to obey are 

complaining a bit and digging in their heels about certain thing. The most vocal 

among the dissidents is a certain brother John. John of Navarre is a bit of a maverick. 

He is to be one of the group being sent to Paris. He finds that the community wants to 

send him off to Paris without a penny in his pocket! He thinks this is crazy and 

refuses to do it. He claims that anyway this is against the rules the Church has laid 

down for whom Canons should be provided for when they travelled. Dominic is 

pleading with Bro John. The nature of his plea shows that the life and work of these 

friars was to be governed by something that went beyond the rules and regulations 

that gave them the legal basis for their structure of government. And here we would 

begin to discover that the Dominican government that we are learning about needs to 

b e completed by the two other features that, 800 years later, will be listed with 

government in the theme of preparation for a jubilee year: it will be ‘government, 

spirituality and freedom. We find ourselves hearing about Dominican spirituality. 

 

Imagine we got a chance to talk to Dominic and ask him what he was saying to 

convince Bro John that he should go off without a penny. I think we would hear 

Dominic telling us about the Gospel, and what it meant to him. He is described by his 

contemporaries as vir evangelicus, a Gospel man, a man of the Gospel. He had 

discovered the Gospel in a new way when he found himself among the Albigensians 

in the South of France. He discovered the Gospel first and foremost as something to 

be preached: the truth of it was the only thing that would draw the errant Cathars back 

into the communion of the true Church. But then he saw that preaching of the Gospel 

would only work if it came out of Gospel living. It was because he discovered the 

Gospel as something to be preached that he gave himself to it as something to be 

lived, by himself and by his fellow preachers. This call to Preaching, to preaching the 

Gospel in a Gospel way, was the charism, the special grace given to Dominic. It was a 

charism to be shared with others, even if he himself would be the one in whom it 

would exist in its normative fullness. The charism did not make Dominic, or his 

followers be saints, but determined the particular way in which they would achieve 

sainthood. Their pursuit of holiness was their spirituality. That spirituality had to be 

marked by and be faithful to their charism. It would be a spirituality of Gospel 

preaching and Gospel living. 

 

 

 



 

 

Vita apostolica 

The spiritual movement from which Dominic and his followers were drawing their 

inspiration in those years of the Middle Ages was centred on what was being called 

vita apostolica. This was a movement to renew Christian life in the Church by 

returning to the original Church of the Apostles as it is revealed in the New 

Testament. People were finding a compact and very rich description of that Church in 

Acts 2:42-46: “They devoted themselves to the Apostles' teaching and fellowship, to 

the breaking of bread and to the prayers … All who believed were together and had 

all things in common; they would sell their possessions and goods and would 

distribute the proceeds to all, as any had need.” This image provided the inspiration 

for all forms of renewal of Christian life. It was particularly treasured by those who 

became monks and nuns. It was, of course, grounded on words Jesus himself had 

spoken: “If you wish to be perfect, go, sell your possessions, and give the money to 

the poor, and you will have treasure in heaven; then come, follow me” (Matthew 19: 

21). And then there were the instructions Jesus gave to his disciples about going out 

to preach. Among these was one that Dominic would probably have been confronting 

Bro John with: “Take no gold or silver or copper in your belts no bag for your 

journey, or two tunics or sandals, or a staff; for labourers deserve their food … ” 
(Matthew 10: 9-10). Dominic would be appealing to this text in his discussion with 

Bro John, appealing to it not just for the sake of John’s soul but for the sake of his 

preaching. The vita apostolica was to be at the service of the preaching. The Gospel 

to be preached was to be the measure of the Gospel to be lived.  

 

These, we would discover in our conversation with Dominic, were the Gospel truths 

that he would have been trying to get John, and perhaps a few others of the brothers 

being sent off, to accept. This was to be their spirituality. But if we stayed around 

long enough, until the Feast of the Assumption when the travellers were sent off, we 

would find that Dominic had only limited success with Bro John. He ended up giving 

in to him and giving him twelve coins. We are told that John felt them burning his 

hand, as if they were the coins that had been given to Judas. But he took them and 

pocketed them and surely spent them on his way to Paris. 

 

III.  Freedom: the Preaching 
It is the point at which, during our stay in Toulouse, we might begin to think about the 

third word in our jubilee headline: freedom. The story of Bro John might not seem to 

be the best point at which to introduce the topic of freedom. John got his own way, 

and Dominic let him have it. Is that what Dominican freedom is – everybody getting 

their own way? I don't think you will be expecting me to say that. So let’s think it out.  

 

The Gospel spirituality of Dominican life that we have been thinking about is meant 

to make those who profess be free. “The truth will set you free” Jesus said, and the 

truth he was talking about is the truth of the Gospel, truth believed and lived. Our 

Brother Bruno makes a lot of these words of Jesus in his letter, and shows the 

relevance of them for Dominican spirituality. Not to be just repeating him let me 

present freedom to you in a different way.  

 

Thomas Aquinas on Grace and Freedom 

Let me invite you to jump ahead fifty years to the Paris to which one of our groups of 

friars was now setting out from Toulouse. A brother from that now large community 

at S.Jacques, Thomas Aquinas, is working out a theology of grace – a theology that 



 

 

was growing very much out of his Dominican spirituality. Thomas is teaching that the 

grace of God moves people to act, and moves them to act freely. God makes people 

want to do, choose to do what they are doing under his grace. Their free choice is not 

something that precedes and lets God give them his grace; it is his grace that gives 

them free choice. If people are feeling forced to do what they are doing, or forced not 

to do it, they are not acting freely; and to the extent they are not acting freely they are 

not being moved by the grace of God. That teaching of Thomas is about what he 

called habitual grace. Thomas recognizes there is also another kind of grace, another 

way in which God gifts people and gets them to do things. God gives people 

charisms, special gifts to be put at the service of the common good of his Church. 

They don't directly make people holy, because they are meant primarily for the good 

of the community and only indirectly for the good of the individual who has them. 

But the God who gives them wants to get the best out of them by making the people 

to whom they are given use them freely and gracefully. His grace takes a special 

delight in giving the freedom of holiness to those he endows with charisms, so that 

they want to do what God wants them to do and love doing it. Grace makes them free 

to do God’s work God’s way.  

 

There is another side to Thomas’s theology of grace and freedom that he develops 

particularly in discussing the virtues. The freedom that God’s grace gives is a freedom 

to be and do things – to love, to serve, to pray, to believe and hope. This can be called 

‘freedom to’. In the ways of grace, this ‘freedom to’ needs to be accompanied by 

what can be called a ‘freedom from’. ‘Freedom from’ is the overcoming of things that 

restrict us, prevent us from doing what grace is moving us to do – things like fears, 

addictions, fantasies, wayward relationships, domination by others, lack of 

confidence, laziness, and also self-centredness and disrespect for others. … Any of 

these things can hamper if not paralyse us and prevent us from doing things we should 

be wanting to do in grace and freedom. They take away our freedom. When we are 

committed to a spirituality, especially of the Gospel kind, it is the grace of God that 

moves us to overcome these obstacles to our freedom - be they what we call human 

weaknesses or human arrogance. Grace guides us by the teaching of the Gospel. It can 

translate this teaching into laws that prohibit us from doing certain things, and these 

laws will help us to practice the virtues. As we gain ‘freedom from’ through 

obedience to these commands, we grow in ‘freedom to’. We don't do that all at once, 

and we probably never get to total freedom in this life. But the grace of God that is 

given to us in the Gospel is progressively giving us more and more freedom to choose 

for ourselves.  

 

Dominic and Freedom for the Preachers 

But let’s get back from Thomas to Toulouse of 1217. In explaining how he was 

handling the case of Bro John, Dominic would not be talking to us in the terms 

Thomas uses, but I think he would be saying the same thing, if in different words. He 

is telling us how, in the Gospel spirituality of the Preachers, rules are there to give 

people freedom, not to take it away. His community in Toulouse is embracing the 

spiritual tradition of Western religious life. He and his brothers are drawing from its 

classical monastic rules and forms of life. They are adopting and adapting rules, laws 

by which their life is to be governed. They are doing that as all religious before them 

had done in order to gain freedom from human weaknesses and distractions, in the 

belief that this obedience will give them the freedom to love God, follow Christ, 

become temples of the Spirit.  



 

 

 

Dominic goes on to explain that those who were professing to be preachers have 

something else to insert into the ‘freedom to’, into the objective to which those rules 

were directed. The charism of Preaching had been given to Dominic and he was being 

called to share it with others. The goal of that charism had to be taken into account in 

the way the rules promoting ‘freedom from’ were to be managed. Anything that might 

impede Preaching, however venerable it was in the monastic tradition, would have to 

be put aside; and correspondingly new observance that favoured Preaching would 

have to be developed.  

 

Dominic is only too happy to give us examples of how freedom to preach was 

affecting the ‘dos and donts’ of the preachers life. He seems particularly happy to 

give us the example of study. Already when he went out to preach among the 

Albigensians in Prouilhe-Fanjeaux Dominic had discovered the limitations of current 

Church doctrine and the way it was being imposed. He learned that he had to think 

out the Gospel in a new way, had to be prepared to ask and face new questions about 

it, debate it with the heretics, even be prepared to learn things about the Gospel from 

them. To be a preacher he realized he had to become a thinking man, a man who read 

books, a man ready to discuss rather than just pontificate. 

 

And now here in Toulouse, building up his band of preachers, he tells us he had found 

that, just up the road, there was a new teacher of theology, an Englishman called 

Alexander Stavensby, brought there from Paris by the Bishop, who was running a 

school in which that new thoughtful kind of theology was being done. “Brothers,” 
said Dominic one fine morning, “we are off to school.” And whether they liked it or 

not they were led off to the early-morning theology classes of Master Alexander. That 

led to a significant change in the pattern of their days. The rule they were drawing on 

to structure their life made provision for times of manual labour each day. It was a 

cherished practice of monastic life, one of the major disciplines that gave ‘freedom 

from’ many of the obstacles that there are to the ‘freedom to’ love and contemplate 

God that was the goal of the monastic life. The preachers decide to put manual labour 

aside, not because there was anything wrong with it but because preaching required 

them to do another kind of work that was more mental than manual. They call that 

work studium, study. Like other more traditional observances the discipline of study s 

meant to give the brothers ‘freedom from’. Application to study helps them to put 

aside obstacles to true, free, Christian living. But most of all for the preachers they 

are, study it brings freedom both from error and from the empty parroting of truth. In 

that it brings freedom to preach, to preach freely the truth that does not bind people in 

mental chains but sets them free. 

 

In our conversation with Dominic we are learning that the way study was being 

incorporated into the rule of the community of Toulouse was a headline for the way 

other changes were being made to rules in the interests of preaching. And he would 

explain that even when the rules were not being changed an instrument of government 

was being employed that made the rules, especially those ordained to give ‘freedom 

from’, serve the interest of the ‘freedom to’ that was Preaching. It was the use of 

dispensation: people could be freed from the obligation to observe a rule in particular 

instances, without the rule being abolished. Rules were dispensed, not to make life 

easier for individuals but to free them up for the Preaching.  

 



 

 

We get a bit of a shock when, in the course of our conversation with him, Dominic 

takes out his knife. He wants to tell us something he threatened to do with that knife. 

The body of rules the Friars were building up for their government were firm and 

obligatory. There were penalties set for breaking particular rules, and some of them 

were quite severe. But in Dominic’s form of government, no one was ever to claim 

that to break one of these rules was to commit a sin. If people began to claim that, 

Dominic said he would get hold of the book of rules and rip it to pieces with his knife. 

The rules did not bind under sin. Threatening the brothers with sin would not be the 

right motivation for getting them to keep those rules. But that did not mean that 

disobeying the rules had nothing to do with sin. The rules were there to promote 

Gospel living. About the Gospel, the preaching of it and the living of it, the preacher 

could sin. To persistently disobey the rules to the point of despising them or holding 

in contempt superiors charged with governing according to the rules, would be to put 

fidelity to one's charism, to Gospel Preaching in a Gospel way, at high risk. The 

charism puts one face to face with God. To turn away from it would be to sin. The sin 

would not be in the breaking of a rule that directed ‘freedom from’, but in the failure 

to see the rule as a vehicle of the grace of God that gives ‘freedom to’.  

 

 

 

 

Sending Brother John  

At this point we might bring Dominic back to Bro John: “how does what you have 

been telling us explain your way of dealing with Bro John?” The first thing Dominic 

tells us is that he loves Bro John. That is the reason he is forming community with 

him. That is at the heart of every exercise of government that is taking place among 

the members of the community to which they both belong. It is, in fact, the very first 

prescription in the Rule of St Augustine the Friars are following. It is the Gospel 

spirituality within which government is to be exercised. And Dominic knows that 

John loves him and loves the Preaching, that he is really ready to go to Paris, and is 

only grumbling about one of the details of his way of getting there. Because of the 

authority he has over him Dominic is entitled to command John to travel to Paris 

without any money in his pocket. But rather than just give him an order he pleads 

with him, he reasons with him. He respects John as a brother, and does not want to 

crush him. He wants John to want to do what Dominic believes God is willing him to 

do. He wants him to do that as a free act, a fruit of the grace of God, rather than just 

an act of administrative obedience. Anyway, Dominic knows that the rule the 

community had given itself did not yet say anything about travelling empty-handed. 

There will be such a rule later but it has not yet been agreed, so Dominic cannot 

appeal to it now even if he wanted to. What Dominic can appeal to are the words of 

Jesus in the Gospel. But these are not rules. They are the goal of the rules, the 

following of Jesus that the rules are meant to facilitate. They are expressions of 

‘freedom to’. Dominic desperately wants John to have that freedom. He pleads for it, 

he prays for it. It would be so much better for John and for the Preaching if he had it. 

But eventually Dominic recognizes that John does not yet have that degree of 

freedom. That does not take away all his freedom, and Dominic respects that. He 

gives him his twelve coins and his blessing for the road to Paris. John is within the 

rules. His freedom has been respected. But he must have known that he still had some 

growing to do on the way of freedom, if he was to have the freedom that Jesus had 



 

 

wanted his disciple preachers to have. The fact that John felt the coins burning his 

fingers must have said something of this to him.  

 

IV.  Dublin:1227 
Let’s continue our game of imagination and suppose we are back in Ireland ten years 

later, in 1227. We are visiting Dublin. Up the road from where we are staying we find 

a priory called St Saviour's, and to our great delight we find it is the home of a 

community of Preachers just like the one we met in Toulouse in 1217. They would 

trace their roots back to Toulouse, having come from a community in England, maybe 

Oxford, that itself had been founded from Paris, from the community brought into 

being by the men we had seen off from Toulouse, including Bro John. As we come to 

know these Friars in Dublin we are saying to ourselves, these are just what we need in 

Ireland. We are people who recognize the need to have the Gospel preached in Dublin 

and throughout an Ireland being made new by Norman colonizers. We might even 

have begun to do something about it ourselves. We are laymen and women, some 

consecrated to religious life, others living the secular life; we might even have a 

couple of priests in our group. We know there were people like us joined to the 

Preachers in Toulouse. So we welcome these men and ask if we could join them in 

their preaching ministry. They are delighted because from their beginnings in 

Prouilhe-Fanjeaux that has been the pattern of preaching they engaged in: a preaching 

that is truly Church-building because it is done by all the members of the Church, 

secular, lay, consecrated, ordained, acting together, each according to its own 

particular status. However, while they will welcome us they will tell us that they are 

not going to take governmental responsibility for us who join the preaching. They will 

want each group of us, nuns, sisters, laity to be free to work out structures of 

government for ourselves. They will expect those structures to mirror their own, 

because those were worked out under the charismatic leadership of Dominic, the one 

who founded the Preaching. They will be convinced that such structures of 

government are open to a Gospel spirituality that makes preachers be true disciples 

and Apostles of Jesus, and give them the freedom that makes for Gospel Preaching. 

The structures that will bind our different groups together, always giving us the 

freedom to be different, will be of the same sort and will make us together be a 

Family of true Preaching.   

 

I hope that we who are gathered here almost 800 years later are fulfilling that hope of 

our founding brothers and sisters of Toulouse, Paris, Oxford and Norman Dublin.  


